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 Introduction

Dosimetry with the amorphous silicon (a-Si) electronic portal imaging device is becoming 
growing popular. The two main applications are the 2D dose verification, especially for 
IMRT  treatments  and  the  dose  received  by  the  patient  from  the  transit  portal  dose 
registered  during  irradiation.  In  your  case,  we  propose  to  compare  a  simulated  dose 
distribution  by  Monte  Carlo  (MC)  simulation  to  transit  portal  dose  from  the  Elekta 
iViewGT  electronic  portal  imager.  We  present  here  the  dosimetric  properties  of  our 
equipment and the comparisons between computed dose and registered transit dose.

Materials & Methods

We investigated the dosimetric properties of  iViewGT mounted on SL-15 accelerator. We 
computed by MC simulation the transit dose at the level of phosphor screen (Gd2O2S:Tb). 
We compared pixel values of portal image with transit simulated dose. 
Our study was then based on two axes: experimental measures (1) and MC simulations (2).
 (1) Three poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) thicknesses: 5, 10 and 20 cm, were placed 
on the couch of the linear accelerator and positioned such as the half thickness corresponds 
to the isocentre position. Each thickness has been irradiated by square field sizes of 5x5, 
10x10, 15x15, 20x20 and 25x25 cm² for the nominal energy of 6 MV with a growing 
monitor unit (from 2 to 250 MU). The dose rate of the linear accelerator was 200 MU/min. 
In each acquired portal image we extracted the average pixel value P  in a region of the 
interest of 15x15 pixels (ROI) along the central axis of the beam1. 
(2) Two Monte Carlo codes were used to compute transit dose2: MCNPX2 and GATE3,4 

(based  and  Geant4).  The  simulated  model  has  been  accurately  described  according  to 
constructor data. The modelled geometry contains a point source which emits photons into 
a solid angle OMEGA θ ,  . The azimuthal angle  is sampled uniformly in the range 
from 0° to 360°.  The polar angle θ  is the angle between the incident  source particles 
direction and the central axis of the beam, uniformly sampled between 0° and θmax . In this 

range  the  photons  are  uniformly  emitted,  independently  of

θmax

¿
θ i ¿
¿

 and  the  energy  beam 

photon  is  sampled  according  to  polyenergetic  incident  spectra  corresponding  to  6MV 
nominal energy of SL-15. 

Results

Figure 1 shows pixel value-to-MU for studied field sizes and a phantom thickness equals to 
5 cm. We obtained a linear relation between pixel value and transit dose with correlation 
coefficients  R²>0.99 per  irradiation parameters,  which are  beam energy,  field  size and 
phantom thickness.  
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Figure 2 shows values of the computed transit doses by MCNPX DMCNPX
 and GATE 

DGATE
 normalized by the computed transit dose at 10x10 cm² and average pixel values (

P ) in ROI normalized by the pixel value at 10x10 cm² in function of field size for a 5 cm 

phantom thickness. We observed that the ratios 
P

DMCNPX

and
P

DGATE

were constant in 

function of the field sizes with a relative standard deviation of ~1.4% for MCNPX and 
~2.6% for GATE.

Discussion & Conclusions

The excellent dosimetric abilities of the  iViewGT have been demonstrated. We have shown that 
there were as many linear relations as there were irradiation parameters. Moreover, our computed 
deposition dose by simulation is in good agreement with the experiments. These first results allow to 
compare the portal  transit  dose with the simulated transit  dose on axis of the beam. Works are 
ongoing to study a 2D distribution dose by simulation to compare computed dose with pixel value in 
a point off-axis. 
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Figure 1: Pixel value for different field 
sizes in function of the monitor unit 

(phantom thickness = 65 cm)

Figure 2: Relative value of simulated 
transit dose and pixel in function of the 

field size
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